Latin Symphonic & Dance Night With Tiempo Libre

TONIGHT'S PERFORMANCE IS PRESENTED BY KAUFMAN LYNN GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Jorge Gomez, Musical Director, Keyboards
Joaquin (El Kid) Díaz, Lead Vocal
Tebelio (Tony) Fonte, Bass
Leandro González, Congas
Luis Beltran Castillo, Sax & Flute
Hilario Bell, Drums
Raul Rodriguez, Trumpet
Alain Aguilar, Sound Engineer

Featuring The Lynn University Philharmonia
Raphael Jimenez, conductor
In the Florida premiere of Rumba Sinfónica

Danzon No. 2  |  Arturo Marquez
Rumba Sinfónica |  Ricardo Lorenz in Collaboration with Jorge Gómez

INTERMISSION
The second set will be an all-timba dance set to be announced from the stage.

Visit Tiempo Libre at
www.tiempolibremusic.com

Worldwide Booking & Management
IMG Artists LLC, 152 West 57th Street, Fifth Floor, New York, NY 10019
www.imgartists.com

Tiempo Libre records exclusively for
Shanachie Entertainment
www.shanachie.com

Rumba Sinfónica was co-commissioned by the Minnesota Orchestra, Detroit Symphony,
Festival of the Arts BOCA and Ravina Festival.